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Abstract

Functions are essential building blocks of information retrieval and infor-

mation management. However, efforts implementing these functions are frag-

mented: one function has multiple implementations, within specific development

contexts. This inhibits reuse: metadata of functions and associated implemen-

tations need to be found across various search interfaces, and implementation

integration requires human interpretation and manual adjustments. An ap-

proach is needed, independent of development context and enabling description

and exploration of functions and (automatic) instantiation of associated imple-

mentations. In this paper, after collecting scenarios and deriving corresponding

requirements, we (i) propose an approach that facilitates functions’ description,

publication, and exploration by modeling and publishing abstract function de-

scriptions and their links to concrete implementations; and (ii) enable imple-

mentations’ automatic instantiation by exploiting those published descriptions.

This way, we can link to existing implementations, and provide a uniform de-

tailed search interface across development contexts. The proposed model (the

Function Ontology) and the publication method following the Linked Data prin-

ciples using standards, are deemed sufficient for this task, and are extensible to

new development contexts. The proposed set of tools (the Function Hub and
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Function Handler) are shown to fulfill the collected requirements, and the user

evaluation proves them being perceived as a valuable asset during software re-

trieval. Our work thus improves developer experience for function exploration

and implementation instantiation.

Keywords: Function, Linked Data, Reuse

1. Introduction

Functions are processes that perform a specific task by associating one or

more inputs to an output. They are essential building blocks of information

retrieval and information management [1], and of computer science in general.

For example, during extraction of birthdates from a semi-structured dataset,5

normalization of these dates improves further analysis.

However, the development, maintenance, and support efforts of implement-

ing these functions are fragmented [2]. Efforts are fragmented across differ-

ent development contexts (i.e., a combination of, among others, programming

language, programming paradigm, and architecture), and it is not feasible to10

consolidate these efforts by limiting all developers to the same development con-

text [3]. On the one hand because implementations are tuned to meet different

requirements, on the other hand due to prior investment [2]. Thus, the same

function can have multiple implementations, each within a specific development

context. For example, a function to normalize dates may have implementa-15

tions available as a piece of JavaScript source code, as part of a JAVA software

package, and within a RESTful Web service.

The exploration of functions is fragmented across programming documenta-

tion and different search engines (e.g., general search engines vs. online code

repositories vs. package managers), inhibiting their discovery and reuse. Search20

engines are tailored to different contexts, and require a laborious manual search

effort to find relevant functions using fuzzy search terms across broadly vary-

ing access methods. Users thus need many different search engines returning

different result sets in different formats when looking for a relevant function, in-
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creasing the chance of using a suboptimal result. A global overview of functions25

and their descriptions across development contexts is missing.

The instantiation of these implementations, i.e., automatic execution or ex-

ample source code generation, pose a challenge as well. Integration of an im-

plementation requires interpretation of the programming documentation and

manual adjustments to adhere to a common predefined interface [3], burdening30

the developer. No uniform and unambiguous implementation description format

is available.

Therefore, an important research challenge is to describe functions and their

associated resources (i.e., input, output, mapping to concrete implementation,

and instantiation) independent of the development context, and to facilitate ex-35

ploitation, i.e., enabling exploration of functions and (automatic) instantiation

of implementations or generation of source code. Users get an overview of exist-

ing functions without being limited to the development context, and integration

requires less manual effort.

In this paper, we tackle this challenge by addressing two main problems:40

(i) facilitating functions’ description, publication, and exploration by modeling

and publishing descriptions of functions and associated resources; and (ii) en-

abling implementations’ automatic instantiation by exploiting that published

data. Our approach makes the following contributions:

• A collection of requirements and scenarios for function exploration45

and implementation instantiation, based on the state of the art. We use

this collection to assess the features and limitations of our approach.

• An implementation-independent descriptive model for functions,

named the Function Ontology (FnO).

• A method for publishing function descriptions as an open semantic50

knowledge base on the Web. Functions are published using the afore-

mentioned model and made available – together with their associated re-

sources – as Web resources using Linked Data [4] and standardized Web
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technologies. This method provides a uniform interface for function de-

scriptions across development contexts.55

• An evaluated set of tools for exploiting function descriptions,

helping users to find and access functions, and integrate and reuse (exist-

ing) implementations. This set of tools comprises the Function Hub and

the Function Handler, which enable searching, retrieving, and automati-

cally instantiating functions and their associated implementations.60

Reuse of metadata increases by adhering to the FAIR principles [5]. These

FAIR principles have been devised for scholarly data, with its benefits being

shown across domains such as medicine and biology [6]. As such, we can consider

applying the FAIR principles to the descriptions of functions and associated

implementations to improve reuse.65

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work.

Section 3 describes the main scenarios we want to address, and the requirements

derived from these scenarios and the state of the art. Section 4 addresses the

first main problem, i.e., it introduces our approach for publishing function de-

scriptions, conform to the requirements. Section 5 addresses the second main70

problem, i.e., it introduces a set of tools for exploiting function descriptions. Sec-

tion 6 discusses the conformance of our framework against the requirements, and

presents use cases that benefit from this approach, specifically: (i) a generic soft-

ware package of OpenRefine1 functions, (ii) an approach for exploiting Docker2

image metadata, and (iii) inclusion in the DBpedia Extraction Framework [7].75

Section 7 describes our user evaluation of these exploitation tools. Finally, we

present conclusions and future work in Section 8.

1http://openrefine.org/
2https://www.docker.com/
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2. Related work

Related work is grouped into the two main problems we aim to address:

enabling exploration of functions (Section 2.1), and enabling automatic instan-80

tiation of implementations (Section 2.2).

2.1. Function exploration

Function exploration works are grouped with respect to how specific and

detailed the available metadata is, related to functions (generic, high-level, or

specific). The specificity influences the exploration operators: generic metadata85

allows search based on fuzzy text search, whereas specific metadata also allows

using unambiguous descriptions, finding related implementations, and detailed

filtering on, e.g., input data types.

Generic metadata. Generic metadata of functions or implementations is usu-

ally automatically generated and indexed by search engines, based on analyzing90

and indexing source code or textual descriptions of that source code. It is

mostly used to provide (fuzzy) text-based search. General search engines such

as Google, Bing, and DuckDuckGo3 can index published code, but are not tai-

lored to functions and implementations. More specific search engines include

version control systems such as GitHub4, or language-specific search engines.95

The latter includes search engines that analyze the source such as Sourcerer [8],

and package managers such as Maven or NPM5. Analysis of the source code

can provide additional statistics, and analysis of the package manager meta-

data provides, among others, the dependency graph. However, the metadata is

limited, does not provide search engines with detailed filtering operators, and100

targets a single development context.

3https://www.google.com/, https://www.bing.com/, and https://duckduckgo.com/.
4https://github.com/
5https://maven.apache.org/, https://www.npmjs.com/.
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High-level metadata. High-level metadata of functions or implementations in-

cludes descriptions of software packages via the Description of a Project (DOAP)

format [9], and provenance information about any type of actions using the

PROV Ontology (PROV-O) [10]. The P-Plan Ontology [11] describes work-105

flows, i.e., a series of actions, based on the PROV Ontology, and the work

of Garijo et al. [12] and others show how having metadata tailored to work-

flows allows for advanced exploitation of these annotated workflows. Functions

and implementations that are semantically related to each other can be linked

together using the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) [13], provid-110

ing a more connected knowledge graph. High-level metadata allows identifying

and relating larger systems, but is not detailed enough to describe individual

functions and link them to implementations, and thus to provide means to au-

tomatically instantiate implementations.

Specific metadata. Specific metadata about functions are usually coupled to the115

development context. Programming language-specific descriptions of functions

include the Java Modeling Language (JML) [14]; the works of Hoogle [15] and

Garćıa-Contreras et al. [16], which describe analysis methods to automatically

generate detailed descriptions of functional programming languages; and the

CodeOntology, which analyzes and describes source code, applied to JAVA li-120

braries [17]. Other related works include OWL-S [18], which allows to describe

Web services; and Linked Software Dependencies (LSD) [19], which allows to

describe software configurations and dependencies. These works can be used

to have more advanced searching capabilities such as filtering on input type,

or combining multiple functions automatically. However, they are coupled to a125

specific development context, limiting their scope: they cannot be used to, e.g.,

replace a local JAVA library with a remote Web service.

2.2. Implementation instantiation

Implementation instantiation works are grouped with respect to how closely

they resemble or depend on procedural programming, from close to distant:130
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(i) an abstract programming language is used, (ii) the source code is embedded

in the description, or (iii) an abstract function description is used to instantiate

actual code. These works allow for automation instantion, – i.e., transparent

execution or code generation – based on a description. The closer the resem-

blance with procedural programming, the more effort is needed to reuse existing135

implementations.

Abstract programming language. Works that provide an abstract programming

language, just like procedural programming, allow a detailed specification of the

function’s task: the steps are defined in lines of source code. Current works have

in common that they rely on an existing programming language to compile to.140

Examples include PL/SQL6 as procedural language for SQL, LDScript [20] as

procedural language for SPARQL (a query language and protocol for querying

Linked Data [21]), the work of Reiss et al. [22] that use JML to execute JAVA

code, and VOLT: a SPARQL endpoint proxy where functions are described

using a custom syntax, and compiled into JavaScript code [23].145

Embedded source code. Related works that embed source code in the function’s

description link abstract descriptions with implementations, but are highly cou-

pled with a programming language. On the one hand, implementations are hard-

wired in the source code, as is done for extending querying endpoints with ad-

ditional functions [24]7. On the other hand, code is embedded as a string in the150

description. Examples of the latter include R2RML-F that embeds JavaScript

code in a description for generating Linked Data data from relational data [25],

and procedures to include additional functions in a dataset validation language,

either by embedding complex queries [26] or JavaScript code [27].

Abstract functions. Related works that provide fully abstract descriptions of155

functions do not explicitly link to implementations. Instead, custom software is

6https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/features/plsql/index.html
7https://jena.apache.org/documentation/query/writing_functions.html
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needed to understand and instantiate these function descriptions. The descrip-

tions themselves are no longer coupled with a specific development context, but

the software executing them is. Related works are mostly targeted to Web ser-

vices, as HTTP request use a restricted API (i.e., a limited set of HTTP verbs),160

and implementation of custom software is limited. REST APIs have been de

facto standardized using OpenAPI [28]. Other works include Hydra for seman-

tic descriptions of REST APIs [29], and GraphQL as a means to describe how

to query Web APIs8. Components.js uses abstract function descriptions of local

libraries instead of Web services, written in JavaScript [19].165

3. Requirements

In this section we review, summarize, and expand on requirements defined

in the literature and relevant use cases. We first present our scenarios in Sec-

tion 3.1, after which we present our summarized requirements in Section 3.2.

3.1. Scenarios170

Our work tackles functions’ description, exploration, and (automatic) im-

plementation instantiation. We illustrate in the scenarios below. Identified

requirements are mentioned by their identifier as used in Table 1. Furthermore,

we align the scenarios’s implied publishing requirements to the FAIR principles,

strengthening our claim to enable reuse [5].175

Scenario 1: Declare. For our first scenario, we look into the DBpedia Extrac-

tion Framework [7]: the framework generating the DBpedia knowledge graph

largely based on the Wikipedia info boxes’ data. Many data transformations

are needed to create a knowledge graph of sufficient quality as Wikipedia data

is maintained by a large heterogeneous community (e.g., all dates need to be180

normalized into a standard format). This set of data transformations was hard-

coded in the extraction framework, and thus hard to maintain [30]. A fully

8https://graphql.org/
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declarative description of the generation process would improve the generation

process’ quality, coverage, and sustainability [30]. This requires declarative and

machine-processable function descriptions, independent of the use-case and of185

the implementation [31]. We specify the following user story:

Alice wants to describe a date normalization function, independent

of an implementation (R1,20). Such a date normalization function

transforms a string into a valid date (R2,3,17). She can also describe

the execution of a date normalization function (R16,19): when using190

a string such as “23rd of April, 2016” as input, she expects “2016-

04-23” as output (R12).

This scenario shows the need for publishing findable and interoperable func-

tions: describe data processing independent of the implementation, allowing for

more sustainable processes.195

Scenario 2: Explore. Our second scenario is based on the software (component)

retrieval problem [32]. Handling such problem is done by combining a problem

space, and a solution space. In the problem space, the to be solved task, as

understood by a developer, is translated into a query. In the solution space, a

set of function implementations’ descriptions – grouped per implementation –200

is indexed into a queryable endpoint. When trying to retrieve a relevant piece

of software, the developer’s query is matched against the descriptions [32]. As

a result, the developer finds a relevant software component and knows how to

integrate it. However, the query and matching complexity can vary highly:

when using a set of keywords, the retrieval process can consist of browsing205

vendor literature or examining programmer documentation; when using a de-

tailed specification of the needed software component, the query becomes more

complex, but retrieval is more robust [33]. We distinguish between these two

user stories – one with a simple and one with a complex query – as certain re-

quirements are specific to one user story, e.g., filtering on semantic constraints210

(R17,18) is specific for a complex query user story.
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For simple queries, we can look at general function descriptions, such as

questions asked on the popular developer website, StackOverflow: many most-

voted questions are of the form “How to [description of a function] in [description

of a development context]”, for example “How to check whether a string contains215

a substring in JavaScript?”9. Such queries contain a function description, a

problem description, and a link to a development context description. When

we review programmer documentation, we can also remark that functions are

categorized, e.g., all “string”-related functions are collected in one category. We

specify the following user story:220

Bob wants to explore and evaluate the different existing functions

for a given problem domain. Some general keywords are used (R4).

Given the results, he estimates which functions solving which sub-

problems are prevalent (R2,20), and which development context pro-

vides most functions (R7–9), and thus is most mature for the given225

problem domain.

For complex queries, related work shows that filtering on input and output

types is important to validate that the found functions are compatible with the

existing code base [12, 34]. We specify the following user story:

Bob’s use case requires specific functions, each of which he can ac-230

curately describe (R4,5). He knows the requirements concerning the

input and output types of the needed functions (R2,3,9,10,17,18).

Bob estimates that for a specific function, it will be beneficial to

use a Web service, but he would also like to discover existing local

libraries in different programming languages (R7,8,11,13).235

This scenario shows the need for findable and accessible functions and associ-

ated implementations: understand and evaluate different functions, and collect

different implementations of the same function using a standardized format.

9https://stackoverflow.com/q/1789945, retrieved from https://stackoverflow.com/questions?

tab=Votes, accessed September 20th, 2019.
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Scenario 3: Instantiate. Our third scenario addresses the reproducibility prob-

lem: without a clear description of how a function was executed, reproducibility240

is hampered [35]. Related works address this by providing unambiguous descrip-

tions of execution environments [19], as this allows adding of additional knowl-

edge, easily share and refer to instructions, and machine-understandability [36].

However, existing works are implementation-dependent. Similarly for the DB-

pedia Extraction Framework, unambiguous descriptions of how a function was245

executed by which implementation allows for a more sustainable and repro-

ducible generation process [30]. We specify following user story:

Claire tries to find the best implementation of a given function

(R3,7–10,18). She is not tied to a specific development context,

instead, she has specific metrics (e.g., accuracy and performance),250

and wants to compare implementations (R12). For any existing im-

plementation, Claire wants to measure and compare the metrics of

the execution results (R17,19), without needing to worry about how

to retrieve and execute the different implementations (R13–15).

Scenario 4: Update. Finally, to provide for a sustainable solution, it should255

be feasible to create new and update existing functions, and add implementa-

tions [12]. We specify following user story:

David tries to re-run an unmaintained piece of software. One of the

functions implemented in the software depends on a software package

that is no longer available. David searches the function dataset for260

alternative implementations, but no other implementation is avail-

able which fits in the current development context. David decides to

re-implement the function for his development context. Due to the

accurate function descriptions, David provides an implementation

that adheres to the existing interface (R13) and re-runs the piece265

of software (R1,2,4,5). By publishing the mapping between the new

implementation and the existing function (R6–11), anyone can be

made aware that this new implementation is available.
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This scenario shows the need for interoperable and reusable functions and

mapped implementations: having a standardized way to understand the same270

function across development contexts, and (automatically) instantiate a func-

tion’s implementation without requiring implicit knowledge.

3.2. Requirements summary

The scenarios show the need to FAIRly describe and explore functions inde-

pendent of the development context, and automatically instantiate them. With275

that regard, the requirements of the previous scenarios are grouped into three

main categories, and expanded with one overarching category. The results are

summarized in Table 1, where the requirements are listed per category, and

linked to the scenarios using “3”. The requirement categories are:

• Function description: represent and update the descriptions of func-280

tions, inputs, outputs, and problems, the links between them, and any

restriction that needs to be imposed. This category also includes the

metadata of the function, necessary for tracking authors, contributors,

version, created data, etc.

• Implementation mapping: represent and update relationships among285

functions and implementations, and map the abstract inputs and outputs

to the implementation-specific parameters.

• Execution description: represent the description of a function execu-

tion, (i.e., its inputs, outputs, and implementation mapping), and the

metadata associated with the execution (i.e., its provenance). This ad-290

ditional information allows to connect argument data to a function, and

automatically invoke an implementation mapped to a function.

• Semantics: include the types, links, and semantic constraints of the han-

dled function, input, output, problem, and implementation descriptions.

Explicit semantics make the descriptions unambiguous and machine-understandable,295

thus allowing for automatic implementation instantiation. Explicit seman-

tics also have following advantages: (i) exploration improves as implicit
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links between, e.g., specific implementations and broader problem domains

can be inferred; (ii) uniquely identifiable resources are universally dis-

coverable and linkable; and (iii) storing additional execution metrics and300

comparing different implementations is eased, as adding metadata to se-

mantic descriptions is natively supported. Finally, explicit semantics make

resource more interoperable and reusable, thus aid in adhering to the FAIR

principles.

To adhere to all requirements, on the one hand, we need an approach to305

provide function descriptions, on the other hand, we need ways to consume these

descriptions. The description and publication of functions and their mapped

implementations is further detailed in Section 4, and the consumption of these

descriptions is further detailed in Section 5.

4. Description and publication310

The requirements show the need to distinguish between the (abstract) func-

tion and the (concrete) implementation, similarly observed by Garijo et al. for

workflows [37]. We describe functions and implementations separately, and fur-

ther model the mapping between abstract functions and (parts of) implemented

packages or services. This allows us to make use of existing implementations.315

If we would specify a new abstract programming language, existing implemen-

tations cannot be reused, and functions would need to be re-coded in this new

language. One function can be linked to multiple implementations, for exam-

ple: a date normalization function is linked to a maven package, a JavaScript

snippet, and a RESTful Web service. We retain a result’s provenance infor-320

mation by separately describing the function’s execution. The model is further

detailed in Section 4.1. Using these function descriptions and associations to

(existing) implementations requires a publication approach, further detailed in

Section 4.2.
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Figure 1: The FnO model

4.1. Modeling function descriptions325

Functions are represented as a transformation of input data into output

data. The main components are modeled in the Function Ontology (FnO)

(Figure 1) [38], a revised and extended version of our original proposal [39]:

the Function, the Execution of a Function, and a Mapping that maps (a part

of) an Implementation to a function10. FnO is a reusable ontology of base330

concepts, that needs to be specialized for real world use cases, following the

Content Ontology Design Pattern11. The specification is available at https:

//w3id.org/function/spec, a normative SHACL shape is available at https:

//w3id.org/function/shape. The latter allows users to validate their own

FnO descriptions to be conformant to the FnO model.335

Function. A Function expects a list of Parameters and returns a list of Outputs

(Figure 1, top-left). The parameters are ordered in a list, define the relationship

that is used for the execution (predicate) and can have a specific type or other

metadata (e.g., required or not, having a default value or not). A function’s

output is also a list, as multiple values can be returned (e.g., a Web API can340

return a body and a status code, a local implementation can return a value or

10Mapping and Implementation are novel contributions, enabling automatic implementation

instantiation.
11http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Category:ContentOP
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throw an error). Functions can be linked to Problems, which are more general

descriptions than functions, e.g., the “Euclidean distance”-function is related to

the “Distance”-problem. To create a more specific organization, problems can

be further interlinked with each other using the SKOS standard.345

Execution. An Execution links the input data and resulting output data with

the function’s parameters and outputs (Figure 1, bottom). This allows to de-

scribe how specific input data gets transformed in output data, independent of

the implementation. On the one hand, this allows a declarative approach for

specifying the input data of a concrete execution of an implementation. On the350

other hand, this allows attaching additional provenance after an execution, use-

ful for publishing reproducible results. The function and execution model are

aligned [40] with the W3C recommended provencance ontology, PROV-O [10].

Implementation. An Implementation is a set of function units (Figure 1, top-

right): a Web API can consist of multiple endpoints, and a software package355

can implement multiple functions. The description of the implementation itself

is decoupled from FnO. By allowing any development context to be specified,

our model is not limited to a specific set of supported development contexts.

Existing specifications can be reused: DOAP is reused to further describe a

piece of JavaScript code (JavaScriptFunction), and Hydra is reused to describe360

a Web API (ApiDocumentation). The types of development contexts are thus

addressed in a generic way. In order to support emerging needs, it allows ex-

tensions to existing and new development contexts.

Mapping. A Mapping connects an abstract function with a specific part of a

concrete implementation (Figure 1, middle). This connection is twofold: link365

between the function and the implemented method, and link between the func-

tion’s inputs and output and the method’s parameters and return values. For

example, a method name can be mapped to a function, and the first argument

of that method can be mapped to a parameter. This way, two implementa-

tions that implement the same function, but where the order of parameters is370
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different, can be mapped to the same function. Moreover, existing software

component descriptions can be used as implementation metadata, and specific

methods within those components can be linked to abstract functions using a

mapping description. Multiple parameter mapping types can exist: Web APIs

are not executed using an ordered list of parameters, but using properties in375

the body of the Web API request. Currently, two parameter mappings are

modeled: mappings for software packages (PositionParameterMapping) and for

Web APIs (PropertyParameterMapping). As with the Implementation model,

the Mapping model allows extensions.

4.2. Publishing and linking functions as data on the Web380

As evidenced [5], following the Linked Data principles [4] allows us to publish

resources on the Web FAIRly. These principles state: (i) use URIs as names

(i.e., identifiers) for things, (ii) use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those

names (i.e., making those URIs dereferenceable and available in any browser),

(iii) provide useful information when someone looks up a URI (by showing the385

resources that are related to that URI), and (iv) include links to other URIs, so

anyone can discover additional information.

Publishing functions and their resources as Linked Data has the following

advantages: (i) linking resources is a native feature of Linked Data; (ii) in-

teroperability is achieved by design, using standardized HTTP operations and390

formats; and (iii) already available (Web) resources can be linked to, e.g., by

referring to existing implementations in package managers using their published

URI.

We use the established publishing method used for government data [41] and

other domains such as energy consumption [42]. This method consists of five395

main steps: specification, modeling, generation, publication, and exploitation.

Specification. The URI naming convention for the created resources is designed

and the resulting dataset’s license is defined. All generated URIs follow the W3C

recommendation for cool URIs [43]: they are unique, permanent, and produced
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under a domain of our control. Each URI identifies a resource that can be indi-400

vidually accessed and dereferenced with content negotiation [44]: the same URI

can handle requests from humans (returning HTML) and machines (returning,

e.g., JSON). The generated URIs adopt the following naming scheme:

Base URI = https://w3id.org/function/

Ontology URI = https://w3id.org/function/ontology#405

Assertion URI = https://w3id.org/function/hub/data/resource/[Type]/[ID].

We use the CC0 license12, putting all published data in the public domain and

allowing everyone to copy, modify, and distribute them as they desire.

Modeling. Which vocabularies to use are decided according to the aforemen-

tioned requirements and scenarios. We use the presented Function Ontol-410

ogy (FnO) together with well established standardized vocabularies such as

SKOS [13] and PROV-O [10, 40].

Generation. The data is serialized in a structured format, using the Resource

Description Framework (RDF) [45], and possibly cleaned and linked with other

sources. We rely on both manual and automatic generation. On the one hand,415

we provide an editing environment for manual generation of function descrip-

tions, where the identifiers and resulting descriptions are generated automati-

cally according to best practices. On the other hand, we provide the necessary

APIs for programmatic access, e.g., for adding automatically generated func-

tion descriptions based on analysis of a package manager’s dataset. To this end,420

existing efforts such as the LSD framework [19] and CodeOntology [17] can be

re-used.

Publication. The RDF data produced by the generation step is made available

online. We load the data into a triple store and make it available through a

public endpoint (i.e., an access point for both users and machines). We have425

selected GraphDB13 as triple store, but any triple store that provides a com-

12https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
13https://www.ontotext.com/products/graphdb/
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pliant SPARQL API can be used. The public SPARQL endpoint is available

online at https://w3id.org/function/hub/data/sparql, along with a set of

sample queries to retrieve basic data from functions and demonstrate its main

functionality14. For non-Semantic Web experts, a GraphQL endpoint is also430

available at https://w3id.org/function/hub/api/graphql, using GraphQL-

LD to directly query the SPARQL endpoint via GraphQL [46].

After these four steps, we have a published dataset of function descriptions

and associated resources such as inputs, outputs and problems, and mappings to

(existing) implementations that reside elsewhere on the Web. Querying the pub-435

lished descriptions allows a user to find relevant functions and implementations.

Once a suitable implementation is found, the user can choose to write the inte-

gration code to use the implementation into his/her program, or take advantage

of the semantic descriptions to either automatically execute the implementation

or use automatically generated source code. This and other advantages of this440

published dataset – i.e., the exploitation step – are further detailed in Section 5.

5. Consumption

Once function descriptions are available as Web resources, each can be ac-

cessed individually. To facilitate different use cases, more complex relationships

can be retrieved by querying the public endpoints. The data is also machine-445

readable and thus automatically processable, as all resources are dereferenceable

and offered in multiple serialization formats. However, the users are anyone

who want to explore functions and instantiate implementations. Usually, they

are not Semantic Web experts, are not familiar with query languages such as

SPARQL and GraphQL, and do not know the models or schemas of the function450

descriptions.

In this section, we present a suite of tools for exploiting the published func-

tion descriptions in an end-to-end scenario. We first give an overview (Sec-

14https://w3id.org/function/hub/sparql
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Figure 2: Overview of the overall architecture, showing the different steps to automatically

find, retrieve, instantiate, and execute a function. The components in cloud icons can be

remote, the components in rectangles are local.

tion 5.1), after which we detail the two main components: the Function Hub

(Section 5.2) and the Function Handler (Section 5.3).455

5.1. Overview

Our architecture follows the client-server model (Figure 2).

Server-side, the Function Hub is responsible for managing and publishing the

function descriptions and their implementation mappings. The Function Hub

connects to the (public) querying endpoint of the data store (Figure 2, top-460

right), and provides a set of developer-friendly APIs15 and a user interface16

(Figure 2, bottom-right).

Client-side, the Function Handler is responsible for retrieving function de-

scriptions and instantiating implementations. The Function Handler acts as

a proxy between the user and the function descriptions residing in the Func-465

tion Hub. The Function Hub can act independent of the development context,

whereas specific versions of the Function Handler are needed per development

context that requires automatic instantiation of an implementation.

Next, we present the steps that are followed – common for any development

context – when an Agent requires to automatically retrieve and execute an im-470

15https://w3id.org/function/hub/api
16https://w3id.org/function/hub
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plementation (also depicted in Figure 2). The term agent denotes both humans

and machines. Examples of agents include (i) a user that wants to execute a

function on the commandline, (ii) a piece of software that retrieves relevant

implementations at runtime, and (iii) a user that wants to find and manually

integrate an implementation for a required function in his or her application.475

1. An agent builds a query, e.g., a function that returns a float value, and

accepts two integer values as input. Keywords might be included to further

narrow down the available options.

2. The query is sent to the Function Handler. . .

3. . . . which results in an API call to the Function Hub.480

4. The Function Hub interacts with the querying endpoint to receive the

query’s results, i.e., function descriptions and implementation mappings.

5. The result is returned to the Function Handler as response to the request

of step 3. . .

6. . . . and returned to the agent.485

7. The agent chooses (manually or automatically) which implementation to

instantiate.

8. The Function Handler uses the implementation mapping. In the case of a

local library, the Function Handler requests the implementation code from

the Web – possibly caches the result – and instantiates the implementa-490

tion. In the case of a Web API, the Function Handler creates a proxy

function that accesses the Web API when the function is invoked. Al-

ternatively, the Function handler generates the example code to retrieve

the implementation using, e.g., a package manager, and instantiate the

specific method.495

9. An instantiated implementation is returned to the agent.

10. The agent executes the implementation.

5.2. Function Hub: exploring and updating function descriptions

We help users explore (i.e., browse and search), and update the function

descriptions, via the user interface of the Function Hub. This allows them to500
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Figure 3: Snapshot of the Function Hub showing the information of a function

interact with the dataset without needing to execute any queries via the public

querying endpoint.

Browse. In the Function Hub, users can navigate the different function descrip-

tions, and their implementation mappings. The entry point for the application

is a function name. Whenever a user selects a function, information appears on505

the screen as shown in Figure 3. For every function, the Function Hub shows

the name, description, parameters, outputs, and a list of implementations. Each

resource is a link that can be resolved in the browser for more information. The

Function Hub’s browse functionality, available as a Web application, makes

it easy to discover the available implementations of a function, what type of510

parameters are used, and code is automatically generated to instantiate the

implementation.

Search. Two interfaces are available for searching in the Function Hub: a simple

search which performs a keyword search over the functions’ names and descrip-
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Figure 4: Snapshot of the Function Hub’s search functionality

tions, and an advanced search which includes filtering functionality, e.g., by515

parameter or return type (Figure 4). All search operators are applied directly

on the SPARQL endpoint: keyword search is applied by filtering on linked string

literals. The usage of semantics allow to also search within linked resources, for

example, broad problem descriptions can be taken into account when search-

ing for specific functions and vice versa. The results are displayed as a list of520

functions, which can be further inspected via the browse functionality.

Update. The editing environment supports creating new and editing existing

function descriptions (Figure 5). More specifically, all metadata of the function

and its associated resources (inputs, outputs, problems) can be edited, and

mappings with implementations can be added. Updates are directly reflected525

in the function dataset.

5.3. Function Handler

A Function Handler is a type of client application that interacts with the

Function Hub and published implementations. When automatically integrating

data from the Function Hub with a software project in a specific development530

context, a specific Function Handler for that development context is needed.

A Function Handler receives the implementation code and performs the nec-
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Figure 5: User interface to add a function to the Function Hub
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essary tasks to instantiate a subroutine that can be executed in the applica-

tion. As such, it allows non-Semantic Web experts to interact with the Funtion

Hub. Multiple implementations of the Function Handler are currently available,535

specifically, a JavaScript17 and a JAVA18 Function Handler.

Listing 1 shows how we can use the JavaScript Function Handler. A query

is built (lines 5–9), and the Function Hub is queried for functions with mapped

implementations (line 12). In the example, the first returned function is se-

lected (line 15). The Function Handler automatically filters for implementations540

compatible with the current development context. In the example, the first im-

plementation is used (line 18). That implementation is invoked automatically,

returning the required result (line 21). Note how any other (automatic) selection

process can be used, both for function and implementation results.

1 // Import the package and specify the Function Hub location545

2 const fnHub = require(’functionHub ’)(’https ://fno.io/hub/api’);

3

4 // Construct a query that provides us with a function to indent a

string

5 const indentQuery = {550

6 expects: [{ type: ’string ’ }, { type: ’integer ’ }],

7 returns: { type: ’string ’ },

8 keywords: [’indent ’]

9 };

10555

11 // Query the FunctionHub server with the constructed query

12 const queryResult = await fnHub.doQuery(indentQuery);

13

14 // Use the first function that has been returned

15 const func = queryResult [0];560

16

17 // Use the first implementation of this function

18 var indentImplementation = (await fnHub.

getImplementationsFromFunction(func))[0];

17https://github.com/FnOio/function-handler-js
18https://github.com/FnOio/function-handler-java
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19565

20 // Execute this implementation with the parameters ’Hello’ and ’8’

21 console.log(indentImplementation(’Hello’, 8));

22 // Output: " Hello"

Listing 1: Using the JavaScript Function Handler to retrieve and invoke an indenting function.

The automatic invocation of an implementation allows to easily substitute

an implementation, or combine multiple implementations. For example, a mo-570

bile application that uses image recognition could, by default, make use of a

remote Web service to execute the image recognition. However, when online

connectivity is not stable, this Web service can be substituted with a local

implementation using the Function Handler, using the same interface.

Moreover, a Function Handler can also automatically generate the code575

needed to integrate a function in an existing codebase due to the detailed se-

mantic descriptions residing in the Function Hub. For example, a command-line

interface can generate the code to require a specific NPM module and invoke a

function within that module. This way, when preferred, existing package man-

agers such as NPM and Maven are fully leveraged and no overhead is necessarily580

introduced to process a function description. For example, Figure 3 shows how

a Function Handler is integrated in the Function Hub: exemplary code of how

the “left-pad” function can be directly instantiated using NPM is shown, au-

tomatically generated based on the metadata of the function, implementation,

and mapping.585

6. Results and discussion

In this section, we validate the feasibility of our publishing method (Sec-

tion 6.1), present function descriptions’ usage (Section 6.2), assess whether

our suite of tools fully addresses the requirements identified in Section 3 (Sec-

tion 6.3), and evaluate adherence to the FAIR principles (Section 6.4).590
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6.1. Publishing feasibility

Our model is validated by answering each of the requirements listed in Ta-

ble 1 with the FnO model and examples from the Function Hub. For each

requirement, we assigned a SPARQL query to address it. The table from

this effort is available online at https://w3id.org/function/requirements/595

conformance.

The publication of the resources is validated according to the Linked Data

principles [4], the Best Practice Recipes for Publishing RDF Vocabularies [47],

and the cool URIs specification [43] using the Vapour system [48]19. Vapour

launches a set of tests retrieving the exposed data in different formats typically600

consumed by humans (e.g., HTML) and machines (e.g., RDF/XML). The test

results are available online at https://w3id.org/function/hub/vapour.

Every requirement can be (partially) answered successfully, and the Vapour

test results are positive. We thus conclude that FnO is sufficient to represent

functions and link them to implementations and executions, and that our ap-605

proach is sufficient to publish FnO resources as data on the Web.

6.2. Function description usage

To showcase that our approach is use case independent, we present different

use cases and development contexts where function descriptions were applied.

General data transformations. We produced function descriptions of an exist-610

ing software package of commonly used functions. Specifically, we provided

descriptions for the GREL functions20, a set of functions and implemented soft-

ware package defined for the OpenRefine framework21. These descriptions are

available at http://semweb.mmlab.be/ns/grel/.

19http://linkeddata.uriburner.com:8000/vapour
20https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine/wiki/GREL-Functions
21http://openrefine.org/
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Docker files. We provided the description of Dockerfiles using a list of function615

descriptions. The individual statements within a Dockerfile are described us-

ing FnO [36]. This allows (i) adding additional knowledge to the instructions,

(ii) sharing (references to) instructions outside the context of a Dockerfile, and

(iii) using these semantic annotations for self-descriptive instructions that are

understandable outside of the Docker ecosystem.620

Linked Data generation. We combined function descriptions with a declara-

tive knowledge graph generation language. Specifically, we combined FnO with

the RDF Mapping Language (RML) [49]. This allowed for a fully descriptive

process, applied to the DBpedia Extraction Framework [31], responsible for gen-

erating the DBpedia dataset [7]. The implementation-independent function de-625

scriptions allowed us to extract the implementation of transformation functions

from the DBpedia Extraction Framework as is, and publish it as an independent

software package22. We validated that this approach can generate an equiva-

lent dataset in a sustainable way [30]. As opposed to the original framework,

the created system is use case independent, and the data transformations are630

reusable across systems and data sources.

6.3. Function exploitation: conformance to the requirements

In this section, we analyze whether the requirements defined in Section 3 are

addressed by the tools proposed to facilitate the exploitation of function data.

Function descriptions. Thanks to the browse functionality of the Function Hub,635

function metadata like inputs and outputs (R2) and documentation (R4) are

shown to the user when accessing a function by its identifier (R1) or name

(R4). The search functionality allows to find functions associated with specific

input parameters (R3). No data currently exists concerning the version infor-

mation of the function data itself (R5). However, version information of linked640

implementations is available in package managers and version control systems.

22https://github.com/FnOio/dbpedia-parsing-functions-scala
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Implementation link. When browsing functions in the Function Hub, implemen-

tations are identified (R6) and listed (R9) by name (R11), each linked to their

original publication location (R7), with explicit links to the software package or

Web service (R8) and their inputs and outputs (R10). The Function Hub itself645

does not host any code, thus, code descriptions or insights thereof are available

on the relevant repositories instead (R11).

Execution. The execution requirements are addressed by the Function Han-

dler. Provenance traces can be generated automatically based on the execution

data [40]. These contain the used function, input and output data (R12), and650

additional metadata (R16). In the case of using a software package, the Func-

tion Handler can automatically retrieve the code via a download location (R13).

It provides a uniform API for automatically instantiating and executing imple-

mentations (R14) of different development contexts (R15). Furthermore, the

Function Hub contains Function Handler functionality: each linked implemen-655

tation on the Function Hub is also visualized using automatically generated

code snippets, based on the detailed mapping metadata.

Semantics. The semantics requirements are handled by both the Function Hub

and the Function Handler. The advanced search functionality allows filtering on

specific semantic constraints for parameters and outputs (R17), and implemen-660

tations (R18). Search takes implicit links, such as related broader functions or

problems (R20) into account. The execution data is implementation indepen-

dent and can thus be compared across development contexts (R19). However,

no dedicated software is currently available.

In summary, 17 out of 20 requirements are fully supported by our suite of665

tools. For the remaining requirements, 2 are supported by source code reposi-

tories, and the final requirement can be handled using dedicated visualization

tools for test result metrics.
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6.4. Function exploitation: adherence to the FAIR principles

We review adherence to the FAIR principles [5]23 of our approach and suite670

of tools. Each (sub-)principle is denoted between brackets (e.g., “(F1)”).

Findable. As we make use of the Linked Data principles, we assign globally

unique and persistent identifiers (F1). Our data model is shown to be sufficient

(F2), and functions can be linked to existing implementations (F4). All data is

indexed in the Function Hub (F3).675

Accessible. Standard HTTP is used to retrieve all resources (A1), with stan-

dardized APIs such as REST and SPARQL (A1.1). Authentication and au-

thorization is complementary, and available by default, for example via HTTP

authorization (A1.2). The function descriptions are complementary to the im-

plementations. Even when an implementation is no longer available, the func-680

tion metadata remains accessible (A2).

Interoperable. The function descriptions are serialized in RDF [45], a standard-

ized representation format (I1). By adhering to the Linked Data principles,

the used vocabularies follow the FAIR principles by design (I2). References to

complementary data is available, e.g., via the use of keywords (I3).685

Reusable. The Function Ontology model has been tested to be conform to the

requirements, so we can state the functions are accurately described (R1). All

metadata is published with a CC0 license (R1.1), and with detailed generation

provenance (R1.2). We evaluated that our publishing approach meets the com-

munity standards, by testing our published data against a third-party system,690

Vapour (R1.3).

We conclude that our proposed systems allows for FAIR publishing and

sharing of function descriptions.

23https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples
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7. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our presented exploitation tools. Specifically, we695

evaluate the Function Hub in which a Function Handler is integrated that auto-

matically generates code snippets. We evaluate how, for different development

contexts, the exploitation tools affect developers’ effectiveness during software

retrieval – i.e., when discovering functions and retrieving their linked implemen-

tations – compared to traditional methods such as investigating the programmer700

documentation or querying general-purpose search engines. Next, we describe

the evaluation’s research questions (Section 7.1), scope (Section 7.2), method-

ology (Section 7.3), set-up (Section 7.4), results (Section 7.5), and threats to

validity (Section 7.6).

7.1. Research Questions705

Effectiveness of using the Function Hub for a software retrieval task can

be measured (i) quantitatively as efficiency, namely, correctness of task result

and time to complete, and (ii) qualitatively as perceived usability. We pose the

following Research Questions (RQ), with the following hypotheses (H):

RQ1 To what degree does using the Function Hub affect the efficiency during710

software retrieval?

H1 Developers can immediately use the Function Hub without any sta-

tistically significant difference in correctness of task result or time to

complete of executing a given software retrieval task, compared to

using traditional methods.715

RQ2 To what degree does using the Function Hub affect the perceived usability

during software retrieval?

H2.1 Developers perceive using the Function Hub as a more appropriate

method for software retrieval tasks compared to traditional methods,

and this difference is statistically significant.720
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H2.2 The system usability score (SUS) [51] of the Function Hub is above

average, i.e., above 68, based on the findings of Bangor et al. [50].

7.2. Scope

Development contexts. We use development contexts that use a declarative pro-

gramming language. This way, results of the evaluation focus on the effect725

of using semantically enhanced versus plain-text descriptions, as the amount

of used programming syntax is limited. The domain-specific languages SQL,

XPath, and SPARQL are used as they are W3C Recommendations – thus well-

documented and accepted by a wide community – and parts of their documen-

tation explicitly link each other. We added a less-known language to validate730

that our evaluation’s findings are not influenced by pre-cognition effects of the

participants. Specifically, we include a related general-purpose language used

in OpenRefine: the General Refine Expression Language (GREL).

Data. We use the programmer documentation’s data to provide descriptions

within the Function Hub, making sure the amount and detail of metadata is the735

same across methods.

Tasks. The tasks are devised from a set of functions commonly defined across all

development contexts (e.g., extracting the year from a date object, or retrieving

a substring), and their phrasing is based on highly-voted StackOverflow ques-

tions. This way, we make sure the amount of needed metadata is the same across740

development contexts and the tasks are representative for real-life problems.

7.3. Methodology

Our user evaluation follows Armaly and McMillan’s methodology [52], which

evaluates an implementation-dependent software retrieval solution. The method-

ology consists of three steps. First step: collect the participants’ profile using745

an initial survey inquiring about general demographics and development exper-

tise based on surveys of related works [52, 53]. Second step: present software
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retrieval tasks to be solved by the participants. Third step: take an exit sur-

vey which asks each participant to quantitatively rate and qualitatively compare

both methods they had employed during the study, and which includes the SUS750

questionnaire. Ratings require multiple-choice Likert-Scale answers that range

from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

The second step consists of two rounds. For the first (scoped) round, par-

ticipants are only allowed to use either the programmer documentation (made

available by directly accessing their online version via a browser), or a Function755

Hub instance containing the function libraries’ metadata. For the second (real-

world) round, participants of either groups could additionally use any means

they deemed necessary (e.g., Web search), to measure the effect of using the

Function Hub in a real-world setting.

Each round consists of two randomly picked tasks. In the first round each760

task is solvable using one function, in the second round each task is solvable

using a combination of at least two functions, thus further increasing the real-

world effect. The order was alternated for each participant per round: for every

round, half of the participants performed the first task using the Function Hub

and the second task without, and the other half vice versa. By alternating,765

we ensure against possible bias of one method falsely appearing more effective

because the participant was already introduced to the task in the preceding

task. Each task needs to be solved twice for two randomly picked development

contexts, i.e., each task contains two sub-tasks. For each sub-task, we measured

correctness and completion time, and an intermediate survey was conducted770

after every sub-task’s completion.

As such, both functionality of the Function Hub (i.e., exploring functions

and linked implementations) and the Function Handler (i.e., automatic execu-

tion or code generation of implementations) are evaluated quantitatively and

qualitatively, both in a scoped and a real-world scenario.775
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7.4. Set-up

Tests. We use the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [54] with Pratt modification [55] to

determine whether differences between participants’ paired answers are statisti-

cally significant. We use the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for this analysis because

(i) it is nonparametric, applicable to our data as we cannot test that our data780

is normally distributed due to the small sample size; and (ii) it is paired, which

is conform with the design of this test: each participants performs similar tasks

both with and without the Function Hub. We use the Pratt modification to

deal with the limitation of the original Wilcoxon signed-rank test, namely, that

it is unable to handle equal results. For example, in the case of a 5-point Likert785

scale, equal results are likely, hence the Pratt modification. The time duration

to complete each sub-task was limited to at most 15 minutes after internal val-

idation, as the Wilcoxon signed-rank test requires that data is measured on at

least an interval scale [54].

Participants. We recruited 11 developers to participate in our study. These790

participants have an average programming experience of 10 years, and their ex-

perience with the given domain-specific languages is distributed: the average ex-

perience for the given languages, scored 1 (inexperienced) to 5 (experienced), is

GREL 1.6, XPath 2.7, SPARQL 3.6, and SQL 4. Our assumption that GREL is

a less known language is thus confirmed. The participants were further inquired795

about their experience with handling programmer documentation and using the

Function Hub, to validate that the Function Hub is less known. There was

a statistical significant difference between their experience with handling pro-

grammer documentation compared to using the Function Hub (p-value 0.0067),

i.e., they are more experienced using programmer documentation, confirming800

our assumption.

Metrics. We answered RQ1 using the results of the tasks with or without using

the Function Hub: on the one hand comparing the number of correctly found

methods (to test correctness of discovery), and on the other hand comparing

the number of correctly used methods (to test correctness of instantiation).805
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Furthermore, we compared the total amount of time spent for each task. We

answered RQ2 by evaluating the qualitative answers, and by calculating the

average SUS score.

7.5. Evaluation Results

We evaluated both quantitatively as qualitatively the Function Hub, as810

discussed below. All relevant evaluation surveys, tasks, and (anonymized)

evaluation results are available as a dump at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.

figshare.9879890.v1.

Function Hub Effectiveness. Statistical testing showed no statistical significance

between correctness of functions found, functions applied, and overall solution,815

nor for time spent for the given tasks. Such statistical significance was neither

found when filtering the results for either the first or second round. However,

the participants were not given any introduction of how to use the Function

Hub, and were less experienced in using the Function Hub compared to us-

ing programming documentation. We thus conclude that using the Function820

Hub functionally provides a complementary solution to the software retrieval

problem, without affecting effectiveness.

Perceived Ease of Use. After each task, and in general after the evaluation,

participants were inquired about the perceived ease of use. For each task and

per used method, they were given the questions ”I found the task very difficult”,825

”I found the method I used to be appropriate for this task”, and ”I can see

why someone would use this method for this task”, taken from [52]. For all

three questions, there is a strong statistically significant difference between the

answers that compare using the Function Hub or programming documentations.

Overall, participants found (i) tasks easier using the Function Hub, (ii)830

using the Function Hub more appropriate for software retrieval tasks than

using the programmer documentation, and (iii) prefer using the Function

Hub for the given tasks (p-values respectively 0.0307, 0.0007, and 0.0020).
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After the evaluation, we also inquired to general feedback and compared

the results to the answers of “I found the Function Hub very easy to use”835

versus “I found examining the programmer documentation very easy to use”.

Participants found the Function Hub statistically significantly easier to

use than examining the programmer documentation (p-value 0.0046). This is

supported by the average SUS score of 83.4. This puts the usability score of the

Function Hub in the top quartile compared to other SUS evaluations [50].840

Finally, we summarize the participants’ feedback and link them to the re-

quirements of Section 3.

• The Function Hub’s common layout across implementations was

well-received (signifying the importance of a common metadata frame-

work, i.e., R2,3,4,9,10,11).845

• The importance of search functionality was apparent both when using

the Function Hub as when examining programmer documentation (signi-

fying the importance of the explore scenario requirements). For the latter

case, the browser search functionality was commonly used as a substitute.

• The fact that within the Function Hub a function descriptions with linked850

implementation contains an auto-generated code snippet was well-

received (signifying the importance of detailed metadata mappings func-

tions and implementations, i.e., R12,14,15).

• Getting presented with many search results was not well-received. In this

case, advanced filtering was sporadically used (signifying the impor-855

tance of detailed metadata, i.e., R2,3,9,10,17,18,20).

• The need for the Function Hub to contain more data was expressed com-

monly (signifying the importance of the update scenario requirements).

• Function descriptions linked to multiple implementations, on the one hand,

provide more context to understand a function, but, on the other hand,860

cause confusion in certain cases, e.g., GREL’s substring function starts
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counting the first character as index 0, SQL’s substring function starts

from index 1 (signifying the importance of the links between implemen-

tation, i.e., R2,9,10, but also the need for better descriptions for specific

implementations).865

• The semantic descriptions were well-received, (i.e., R2,3,17,18,20) specif-

ically, the datatype descriptions, the fact that broader and related key-

words also lead to the right function, and links to additional information

is provided.

• Some suggestions were given about possible improvements to the Func-870

tion Hub: autocomplete, relevance sorting of the search results, and in-

clusion of versioning metadata.

We can conclude that this feedback closely follows the requirements as presented

in Section 3, and provides us with insightful insights for future work.

7.6. Threats to validity875

As with any study, our evaluation carries threats to validity.

For any search interface, the amount of data in the index is important to

make sure all relevant results are found. This is no issue during the first round,

as the amount of data within the Function Hub is the same as found in the

programmer documentation. For the second round, we investigated the effect of880

including global search engines such as Google and StackOverflow, and notice

no statistical significant difference in effectiveness compared to the first round.

This threat can be mitigated by the update functionality of the Function Hub to

harness the power of the crowds, together with related efforts that automatically

generate implementation-dependent metadata [17].885

The proposed tasks are limited, and tailored to the contents available in the

Function Hub. This is partially due to the mitigation of the previous threat.

Indeed, a large-scale evaluation where the Function Hub contains a large body

of functions is envisaged in the future. For this evaluation, we chose commonly
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occurring problems, derived from and phrased like popular StackOverflow ques-890

tions, to make the tasks real-world, partially mitigating this threat.

The evaluation could create experimenter bias [56]: the participant supports

our approach, knowing it is what we want. We attempted to mitigate this threat

through our evaluation design which rotated the order of the methods used in

each round. We also recruited our participants from a diverse body of developers895

and confirmed our results with accepted statistical testing procedures.

8. Conclusion

This paper handles the publication of abstract function descriptions, with

mappings to concrete implementations as Linked Data resources on the Web.

This way, we can link to existing implementations, and we provide a uniform900

search interface, usable across development contexts, with more advanced search

operators. Additionally, we provide tooling for users to consume these resources,

and allow for automatic execution and code generation. As shown, our proposed

approach and set of tools are functionally sufficient for (automatic) exploration

of functions and exploitation of implementations, and the user evaluation shows905

it is more usable than traditional methods.

The approach is interoperable, extensible, and scalable. Standards are used

where possible, whether it be for the format (RDF, JSON), the query inter-

face (SPARQL, GraphQL), or the model (PROV-O, SKOS). This improves

interoperability of the published dataset with other systems. The proposed910

model, FnO, consists of the base concepts with little restrictions, to be highly

reusable, and the mappings model is extensible: existing and new develop-

ment contexts can be facilitated. The declarative mapping has the advantage

that translating or wrapping existing implementations into a new defined in-

terface is not needed: there is no need to wrap or re-code existing imple-915

mentations into a new programming interface, instead, pre-existing package

and source code repositories can be used as is. This decreases the effort for

creating function descriptions and increases chance of uptake by the devel-
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opment community. The Function Hub provides merely links to implemen-

tations: the amount of stored data is limited to metadata, leading to better920

scaling behavior with respect to the amount of available descriptions. Finally,

we made a long-term commitment to preserve its longevity, as presented at

https://github.com/FnOio/fnoio.github.io/wiki/Sustainability-Plan.

The exploration of functions and exploitation of implementations are com-

plementary. The Function Hub can be used as a context-independent search925

engine that returns sufficient metadata to manually integrate an implementa-

tion of a requested function. The Hub can thus already be used in existing

software projects, without depending on a Function Handler. A Function Han-

dler can be used to automatically invoke implementations or generate example

code, based on a set of metadata. This metadata is self-descriptive, i.e., it does930

not need to originate from – or be published in – the Function Hub.

Multiple areas for future work can be identified: improved natural language

search, more generic Function Handlers, integration with automatic function

description approaches, and implementation-independent testing suites. The

current search functionality is limited to SPARQL operators. Using engines935

specialized for natural language search, such as ElasticSearch, in combination

with the addition of synonym lists, are topics for future work that could further

improve the usability of the Function Hub for end-users. Different Function

Handlers are needed for different development contexts: a Function Handler

for a JavaScript development context is tailored at executing JavaScript func-940

tions, and cannot be used in a JAVA development context. The usage of code

generators could partially alleviate this issue: common functionality such as

querying the Function Hub can be maintained within one development context,

and other code, specific for the development context at hand, can be generated

on request. This, together with investigating the role of Docker containers to945

(partially) remove the dependency on the development context, are topics for

future work.

Our current tooling relies on manual creation of the function descriptions

and implementation mappings. To scale up, automatic metadata extraction ap-
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proaches can be used. We can make use of existing frameworks to automatically950

generate meaningful function descriptions, based on data of package managers

such as NPM, and web service hubs. Then, the Function Hub represents – and

allows to search for – the contents of these software packages in a uniform,

development-independent way.

This work further paves the way for implementation-independent testing955

suites. There are existing efforts for describing evaluations, such as the DAWG

test case structure [57] or the Evaluation and Report Language (EARL) [58].

However, executions of these evaluations still require manual development. By

aligning with FnO descriptions, and making use of the Function Hub and Func-

tion Handler, we can provide automatic executions of these evaluations, for960

existing and new implementations.
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